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If you want to become one of the dangerous tamers or sometimes also quietly referred to as
beastlords in Teiravon, your fights will mostly be done by the animals and beasts you bring along. You
will need to find, tame and control them well and be careful with your fighting strategy as chosing the
wrong one will likely end up in you not only losing your life but also your pets which can prove way
more difficult to recover. On the other hand it can be very rewarding and maybe worth a try.

Tamers train in the skills animal taming and animal lore. In the first place they start their carreer by
training taming with small animals such as chickens or typically domestic animals such as horses.
While horses actually are harder to tame, they are not getting angry if you are doing things wrong
and skills will rise, anyway.

Different animals and other mobiles have different taming difficulties meaning that a tamer in
average needs more taming skill to successfully tame it. While it is not absolutely impossible to tame
an animal with a higher taming value, the chances are really low to succeed. That said, most of the
taming system will likely be changed in the near future as the current system has major flaws. As an
example, it is highly difficult to increase your animal lore sill beyond 10-12 skill. On the other hand it
currently seems animal lore skill isn't needed for any action, i.e. it seems obsolete at the moment.

The idea long term is to start training animal taming alongside with animal lore (probably having
them more or less at even values at all times). This will allow you to tame pets that are helpful for
fights of considerable difficulty, however, definitely don't cover the high end of the game. This will
only be achieved with beasts you can tame once you started beastmastery. Beastmastery is said to
require 100 skill in either animal taiming or even both animal taming and animal lore. With increased
beastmastery skill one with then be able to tame some of the most dangerous creatures on Teiravon,
such as dragons.

But then again please note that the taming system currently is not in its finished state. For that
reason, the wiki will not delve into the system for the time being as it will be subject to major change.
Stay tuned to get an update once it is live.

Topics to be covered in the future include:

Taming Pets (Animals and Beasts)

Fighting with Pets

Healing of Pets

Max number of pets

Pets menu

Pets in stalls

Animal Lore
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